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§03 ✴hard・hardly 

385 I (      ) studied for the test, but I still passed. 

①hard ②harder ③hard of ④hardly 〈青山学院大〉 

386 His team lost because he (      ) practiced. 

①hardly ②hard ③sufficiently ④hung in 〈茨城キリスト教大〉 

387  Since he decided to go abroad, Ken started to study a lot 

(     ) . 

①hard ②harder ③hardest ④hardly 〈京都学園大〉 

388 I think German people work as (      ) as Japanese people. 

①hard ②harder ③hardest ④hardly 〈京都学園大〉 

389 He has been very busy with his work these days. I really 

admire him because he’s (          ) . 

①such a hard worker  

②working such hardly 

③such a hardly worker  

④hard such working  〈甲南大〉 

390 (      ) my office when the telephone rang. 

①Hard I had entered  ②Had I entered hardly 

③I had entered hard  ④Hardly had I entered 〈日本大〉 

391 (      ) , I couldn’t manage to get the car started. 

①However I tried hardly  

②However hard I tried 

③No matter how I tried hard  

④No matter how hardly I tried 〈中京大〉 
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392 I tried (      ) to remember where I had parked the car. 

①hard ②hardly ③rare ④rarely 〈広島修道大〉 

393 Brad practiced (      ) that he could become a regular player. 

①so hard  ②so hardly  

③very hard  ④such hardly 〈長崎県立大〉 

394 I stared at the animal (      ) , but it didn’t look alive. 

①hardly ②hard ③bare ④barely 〈日本大〉 

395 He’ll never get a promotion, however (      ) he tries. 

①hardly ②little ③if ④hard 〈芝浦工業大〉 

396 The Westerner found it (      ) to grip a pea with chopsticks. 

①difficult ②easily ③hardly ④more ease 〈東京経済大〉 

397 Nowadays there are (      ) any people who use typewriters. 

①harder ②hard ③hardly ④hardest 〈東海大〉 

398 His lecture was so difficult that we (      ) understand it. 

①could hard  ②couldn’t hard  

③could hardly   ④couldn’t hardly 〈獨協医科大〉 

399 He began to work all (      ) because I raised his salary. 

①hard ②hardly ③the harder ④the hardest〈日本大〉 

400 It is (      ) for me to finish all this work before the day is 

out. 

①hardship ②hardest ③hard ④hardly 〈広島国際大〉 


